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Abstract. We study the thermodynamic equilibrium of matter in a wormhole ‘station’ which
connects various distinct asymptotic regions of a spacetime. An example of the ‘station’ is
a traversable wormhole connecting two distant regions. The temperatures of matter in the
‘station’ measured at various asymptotic regions are not necessarily the same. We propose
a generalized ‘temperature’ which characterizes the thermal equilibrium in the spacetime
with the ‘station’. We additionally discuss how thermal ‘equilibrium’ works for a multiply
connected spacetime.
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1 Introduction
The zeroth law of thermodynamics states that if each of two systems is in thermal equilibrium
with a third one, then they are in thermal equilibrium with each other. In other words, thermal
equilibrium between systems is a transitive relation. The definition of temperature is based
on this character of thermal systems. In a thermodynamic sense, the temperature is defined
by the heat flow per entropy change, T ≡ (dE/dS)V , where E and S represent the total
energy and the total entropy, respectively and the subscript V means a volume preserving
process.
In the presence of gravity the story is not that simple, especially because of the grav-
itational redshift. If a system is in thermodynamic equilibrium, the local temperature at a
stronger gravity region is higher than that at a lower gravity region. Accordingly, Tolman [1]
defined the local temperature as
T (x) =
√
gtt(∞)
gtt(x)
β−1+ , (1.1)
where β−1+ represents the temperature of the system measured by an asymptotically free
observer and gtt(x) is the time-time component of the metric tensor at an event x, gtt(∞)
denotes its asymptotic value. Note that the local temperature at a horizon of a black hole
diverges because gtt(x)→ 0.
Meanwhile, for a small statistical system, the temperature is determined from the aver-
aged energy of particles. In the presence of radiation of enough concentration, the temperature
can be identified to be
T (x) ≡
(
ρ(x)
σ
)1/4
, (1.2)
where σ and ρ(x) are the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and the radiation energy density at x,
respectively. Given the local temperature T (x), one can obtain the asymptotic temperature
from Eq. (1.1). For a simply connected spacetime having one asymptotic region, two systems
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are in thermal equilibrium if and only if the asymptotic temperatures of the two are equal.
Given a local temperature, the asymptotic temperature (1.1) is determined by the redshift
factor between the asymptotic region and the local position. Therefore, in the presence of
many distinct asymptotic regions observing a given macroscopic system, the equality between
the measured asymptotic temperatures is not guaranteed. There are two reasons for this.
First, observers in different asymptotic regions may watch different parts of a given system.
Then, the measured local temperature will be different. Second, the redshift factor between
the asymptotic regions and the observed local position of the system is dependent on the
choice of the asymptotic region in general.
An example having two asymptotic regions is a wormhole spacetime. A wormhole rep-
resents a physical object which connects two distinct regions of a spacetime [2–5]. One can
imagine a wormhole as a three-dimensional space with two spherical holes (‘mouths’) in it.
These holes are connected each other by means of a ‘handle’ having a ‘throat’ in it. Usually,
it is assumed that the length of the ‘handle’ does not depend on the distance between the
‘mouths’ in external space. Characteristic plot for a wormhole which connects two distant
regions of a space, say A1 and A2, is given in Fig. 1. The wormhole can be used to travel
through the space if it is stable or lives long enough. In the presence of a traversable worm-
A1
‘mouth’ 1
A2
‘mouth’ 2
‘throat’
Figure 1. Characteristic plot of a space-like section of a wormhole spacetime. One of the angle
direction is contracted.
hole, various interesting phenomena happen which are beyond ordinary physical sense. Let us
illustrate a few of them. The geometry is not symmetrical under the reflection with respect
to the ‘throat’. Therefore, the size of the ‘mouths’ may not be the same in general. The
ADM mass of the wormhole measured by an asymptotic observer reside in the upper half is
not the same as that in the other half. For an observer who travels through a wormhole, the
proper time may not flow with the same speed in the upper/lower half. A time travel was
shown to be possible when the two asymptotic regions are adjoined [6]. In this work, we are
interested in a ‘static’ configuration of (traversable) wormhole based on general relativity in
the absence of cosmological constant.
In the original construction, a ‘throat’ of a traversable wormhole consists of anisotropic
exotic matter which violates energy conditions (null energy condition etc.) [7, 8]. Nonsingular
wormhole solutions consist of an anisotropic matter were studied [9]. However, if we do not
stick to general relativity, the ‘throat’ can be made of an ordinary matter. Various modified
gravity theories such as Einstein-Gauss-Bonet theory [10], Lovelock theory [11], f(R) gravity
[12], etc. [13, 14] permit ordinary matter as a source of wormhole solutions. Recently, Susskind
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and Maldacena proposed ‘ER=EPR’ conjecture that entangled particles are connected by a
wormhole [15]. The role of wormholes as a key for a breakthrough in physics is going to be
more important.
Until recently, the studies of a wormhole have focused on its geometric properties. On
the other hand, the studies on its thermodynamical properties do not get much attentions.
Specifically, a temperature of a wormhole is not defined properly. In this work, we study the
thermal equilibrium of self-gravitating matters in the wormhole spacetime to lay a cornerstone
for the wormhole thermodynamics.
In Sec. 2, we introduce the concept of a wormhole ‘station’ and then study the thermo-
dynamic equilibrium condition on the station. In Sec. 3, we present three examples which
justify the results. Thermodynamic zeroth law in a multiply connected spacetime is discussed
in Sec. 4. Finally in Sec. 5, we summarize the results.
2 Thermodynamic equilibrium in a wormhole ‘station’
The thermal equilibrium plays a fundamental role in thermodynamics. In this section, we
specify a wormhole ‘station’ and the equilibrium of matter in it. We present a generalized
temperature T which characterize the thermal system uniquely.
2.1 Thermodynamic consequences of the massive thin-shell approximation
Before dealing with a general situation, we first apply the massive thin-shell approximation
to get physical intuition on wormhole as a thermodynamic system.
In a massive thin-shell approximation, a matter supporting a wormhole is localized in
a narrow region around its ‘throat’, r = b. Outside of the wormhole, the geometry will be
described by the Schwarzschild metric because of the spherical symmetry. The geometry in
the upper half of the ‘throat’ may not be the same as that in the lower half. Therefore, the
line element ds2n at the upper (n = 1)/lower (n = 2) half is given by
ds2n = −α2n
(
1− 2Mn
r
)
dt2 +
dr2
1− 2Mn/r + r
2dΩ2, r > b > 2Mn, (2.1)
where αn > 0 andMn is the ADM masses of the wormhole measured by asymptotic observers
located at each half. For an observer who travels through a wormhole, the proper time in
the upper half may not flow with the same speed that in the lower half, i.e. α1 6= α2 unless
M1 = M2. The two quantities are related, in the massive thin-shell approximation [6], by
α1
√
1− 2M1
b
= α2
√
1− 2M2
b
. (2.2)
To do a thermodynamic consideration, we assume that the (exotic) matter composing
the thin-shell is in thermal equilibrium. Because it is a thin-shell, one may assume that the
local temperature of the upper half of the thin-shell is the same as that of the lower half,
Tthroat. Now, the asymptotic temperature measured by an asymptotic observer in the region
An is given by β−1n =
√−gtt(b)/α2n Tthroat. Based on the relation, we can easily define a
generalized ‘temperature’ T which is independent of the choice of asymptotic region,
T ≡ α1β−11 = α2β−12 . (2.3)
In other words, one can use T as a parameter describing thermodynamic equilibrium for both
asymptotic regions connected by a wormhole. Even though this result is interesting, it should
be applied in a limited situations at the present form because of the following reasons:
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1. The calculation is based on the massive thin-shell approximation. In a realistic situation,
the approximation does not hold in general but a thick layers of exotic matters may be
required to construct a wormhole.
2. Let the matter be bounded to the radius b ≤ r < r1 for the upper half and b ≤ r < r2
for the lower half. Because of the self-gravity of the matter, the local temperature at
r1 of the upper half can be different from that at r2 of the lower half in general.
3. If there is a ‘cloud’ in the ‘handle’, one cannot observe the ‘throat’ directly. The gravity
of the cloud also alters the asymptotic form of the metric.
4. In deriving the formula in Eq. (2.3), the existence of asymptotically flat regions are
assumed. A general definition is required for a spacetime which does not contain an
asymptotically flat region.
Even though this equation (2.3) is derived based on a restricted situation (thin-shell, vacuum
outside, spherically symmetric, etc.), we would like to show that the result can be generalized
to a much more general situations or is even universal possibly.
2.2 Wormhole ‘station’
Usually, the word ‘wormhole’ is used to represent a ‘handle’ part connecting two ‘mouths’,
including only minimal matter supporting the ‘throat’. However such a minimal configura-
tion is inconvenient in studying a thermal system. Rather, we regard the ‘throat’+matter
surrounding it as one system and name it a ‘station’.
Let us specify the ‘station’ explicitly. Considering a spacelike section of a spacetime, a
‘station’ of wormhole is an object which connects N -outsides where N ≥ 2, each of which
contains an asymptotically flat region. The ‘station’ consists of a ‘core’, N -‘mouths’, and
N -‘branches’ which connects a ‘mouth’ with the ‘core’, where each ‘mouth’ plays the role of
a gate to/from an outside. The station may consist of combinations of ordinary+exotic self-
gravitating matters in thermal equilibrium. A typical example of N = 2 case is a traversable
wormhole in which two outsides are connected by a wormhole ‘throat’ (an example of ‘core’).
The wormhole ‘handle’ is made of two ‘branches’+‘core’. It is not difficult to imagine a
‘station’ as a generalization of wormholes as in Fig. 2. A ‘mouth’ Mn, which is a border
A1
M1
A2M2A4 M4
A3
M3
Core
Figure 2. Characteristic plot of a space-like section of the wormhole station connecting four
asymptotic regions.
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between the ‘station’ and the outside An, is assumed to be hard enough to prevent matter
inside from spilling out, where n = 1, · · · , N .
Similarly to the case of the thin-shell wormhole, we propose a generalized temperature
for the ‘station’
T = αnβ
−1
n , (2.4)
where α2n represents the value of −gtt(∞) at the n-th asymptotic region and β−1n is the
asymptotically measured temperature. In other word, T is independent of n when the ‘station’
is in thermal equilibrium. Given T, the asymptotic temperature at the n-th outside is
β−1n = T/αn.
For some cases, we need to write the formula (2.4) by means of a function of the local
values at the ‘station’. Specifically, imagine the case that the n-th outside does not contain
an asymptotic region. The geometry of the ‘mouth’ don’t have to be restricted to the spher-
ically symmetric one. For example, the geometry may take any maximally symmetric metric
ds2Mn = r
2dΩ2(2) where dΩ
2
(2) = dx
2+dy2, dΩ2(2) = dθ
2+sin2 θ dφ2, or dΩ2(2) = dθ
2+sinh2 θ dφ2
for plane, spherical, or hyperbolic symmetries, respectively. Here r represents a scale of the
symmetric space. Then, Eq. (2.4) can be generalized to have a local form at the n-th ‘mouth’,
T =
√
−hn(xa)β−1n , (2.5)
where hn(xa) = det(hab) and hab is defined to be the orthogonal part to the ‘mouth’ of the
metric,
ds2n = hab(x
a)dxadxb + r2(xa)dΩ2(2), a, b = 0, 1. (2.6)
3 Verification of the ‘temperature’ relation
We first show that the generalized temperature (2.4) works well for a spherically symmetric
systems. Then, we generalize the results to justify the result for other cases.
3.1 Spherically symmetric ‘station’
First, we consider the case that both of the station and the outsides bear the spherical
symmetry. Explicitly, the core may have S3 symmetry, which will be broken to S2 symmetry
at the positions where branches are attached. The core consists of exotic matter and supports
the station. The branches consist of radiation and provide thermal equilibrium condition.
Because of the spherical symmetry, r(xa) in Eq. (2.6) can be used as a radial coordinate, i.e.
xa ≡ (t, r). Without loss of generality, we assume that the exotic matter in core is confined
in r < r−. We are not interested in the detailed geometrical structure of the core except that
it is in thermal equilibrium with the radiation in branches. Rather than dealing the details
of the core we set as follows:
1. The physical parameters at r = r− to be the same for all the branches.
2. The core interacts with the branches in the same manner.
The branch Bn (n = 1, · · · , N) is connected with the outside An. Then, Bn is located at
r− ≤ r ≤ rn.
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In the absence of matter, the geometry of An will be described by the Schwarzschild
metric with a mass parameter Mn. The geometry of the branch Bn will be described by a
general spherically symmetric metric given by
ds2n = −χ2(r)e−2ψ(r)dt2 +
dr2
χ2(r)
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2), r− ≤ r ≤ r+ ≡ rn. (3.1)
Now, hn(r) = −e−2ψ. As in Ref. [16], the time-symmetric condition for static metric presents
χ2(r) = 1− 2m(r)
r
, m(r) ≡M− +
∫ r
r−
(4pir′2)ρ(r′)dr′. (3.2)
Here ρ(r) and M− are the energy density at r and a mass parameter related with the core,
respectively. Explicit value of M− should be determined from the physics of the core. Here,
M− is independent of n because the branches are attached to the core with the same way. For
a static spacetime without a black hole, m(r) satisfies m(r) ≤ r/2 for all r. With a sufficient
concentration of massless particles to be dealt with a statistical way, the energy density and
the entropy density s(r) of radiation with temperature T (r) become
ρ(r) = σT (r)4, s(r) =
4σ
3
T 3/4 =
4σ1/4
3
ρ(r)3/4, (3.3)
where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant. Now, the entropy of the radiation in Bn will be
given by the volume integral over the branch [16]:
Sn =
∫
Bn
sanadΣ =
(45piσ)1/4
3
∫ rn
r−
[
1
r2
dm(r)
dr
]3/4 r2dr
χ(r)
. (3.4)
There is an interesting relation between gravity and thermodynamics, the so-called ‘max-
imum entropy principle’ (MEP): The maximum entropy state of a system corresponds to its
static stable configuration [16, 17]. As a result, the variation of the entropy of perfect fluid was
shown to reproduce the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkhoff (TOV) equation for a static star [18].
Allowing the mass variation at the boundaries r±, the entropy satisfies [19, 20],
δSn = β+nδMn + (β+n − β−)δM− (3.5)
= (β+n − β−)δMn + β−δMn,
where Mn ≡Mn −M− is the mass of the radiation in the branch Bn and by using Eq. (1.2)
and (3.2),
β± ≡ 1
χ±
(
4piσr2±
m′(r±)
)1/4
=
1
χ±T±
, (3.6)
where β+ represents β+n.
The mass variation through the outer wall of Bn satisfies, when the heat flow through
the inner wall vanishes,
δMn = β
−1
+nδSn.
This implies that β−1+n is nothing but the asymptotic temperature of the radiation in Bn when
it is measured by an asymptotic observer in An. The thermodynamic interaction between the
n-th branch and the core at r− is given by δMn = β−1− δSn after setting the heat flow through
the outer wall to vanish, δMn = 0. Note that this relation infers that β−1− plays the role of
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a temperature with respect to the heat flow. Because we want the physical parameters at
r = r− to be the same for all the branches, we set β− to be independent of n.
Interestingly, β−1− is different from the asymptotic temperature obtained from the local
temperature T− ≡ T (r−). The local temperature at r+ is T+ = β−1+ /χ+. Then, the local
temperature at r−, from the Tolman’s relation, becomes
T− =
√
α2n
−gtt(r−)β
−1
+ =
αnβ
−1
+
χ−e−ψ(r−)
.
This leads to, by using Eq. (3.12),
e−ψ−β−1− = e
−ψ+β−1+ ⇒
√
−hn(r−)β−1− =
√
−hn(r+)β−1+ . (3.7)
Here, we rewrite e−ψ(r) as a coordinate independent form: e−ψ(r) =
√−hn(r). The relation
in Eq. (3.7) holds for all Bn. Therefore we find
T ≡
√
−hn(r+)β−1n =
√
−hn(r−)β−1− = constant for all n. (3.8)
This justifies the relation (2.4) for the spherically symmetric case. Note that the result is
derived regardless of the contents in the core.
3.2 Spherically symmetric station filled with perfect fluids
In deriving the result in Eq. (3.8), we use radiation as a matter surrounding the exotic matter.
An immediate question is whether this result holds for other kind of matter than the radiation
or not. Assume that the branch Bn is composed of a perfect fluid satisfying linear equation
of state
p = wρ. (3.9)
Here w = 0 describes the dust, w = 1/3 the radiation, w < −1/3 the dark energy, and
w < −1 the phantom energy.
As discussed in Ref. [18, 21], the energy and the entropy densities of the fluid confined
in a small box of temperature T are
ρ = σT (w+1)/w, s = σ(w + 1)T 1/w = (1 + w)σw/(w+1)ρ1/(w+1). (3.10)
Therefore, the entropy of the fluid in the branch Bn becomes
Sn =
∫
sanadΣ = (1 + w)(4piσ)
w/(1+w)
∫ r+
r−
[
1
r2
dm(r)
dr
]1/(1+w) r2dr
χ(r)
. (3.11)
The variation of the entropy with respect to a local change of m(r) reproduces the TOV
equation corresponding to the fluid. Allowing the change of mass at the boundaries r+ and
r−, it reproduces the same equation as Eq. (3.5) with
β± =
1
χ±
(
4piσr2±
m′(r±)
)w/(1+w)
=
1
χ±T±
. (3.12)
By using the definition of local Tolman temperature (1.1), we introduce the metric component
−gtt(r) =
β−2+
T (r)2
= β−2+
(
ρ(r)
σ
)− 2w
1+w
.
One may show that the corresponding Einstein equation holds with this gtt. Now, the rela-
tion (2.4) will be developed easily.
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3.3 System with a plane symmetry
The branches in the previous examples have a spherical symmetry. Therefore, it is natural
to ask whether the relation holds if a branch does not have the symmetry. Rather than
considering a general case, in this section, we show that the relation holds for a station with
a plane symmetric branch too. This justifies that the result will not be restricted to the
spherical symmetric case.
Let us assume that one of the branches Bn consists of an isotropic perfect fluid and is
described by a brane-like metric with a symmetric two-dimensional (y, z)-plane,
ds2 = −A(r)dt2 +B(r)dr2 + r2(dy2 + dz2), r− ≤ r ≤ rn. (3.13)
We assume that the y and z coordinates are compact (0 ≤ y, z ≤ 2pi) to form a torus so that
the size of the plane is determined by the value of r only. Now, we derive the TOV equation
for the system and then show that the same equation can be found by using the variation of
the entropy. The variation of the entropy allows one to define the temperature which gives
the relation (2.4).
The Einstein’s equation for the brane metric is
G00 =
B − rB′
r2B2
= −8piρ, (3.14)
G11 =
A+ rA′
r2AB
= 8pip, (3.15)
G22 =
1
4B
[
2
(
A′
A
)′
+
(
A′
A
+
2
r
)(
A′
A
− B
′
B
)]
= 8pip. (3.16)
Integrating the time-symmetric condition in Eq. (3.14), one determines the grr term by using
the density as
B(r)−1 =
2[M0 −m(r)]
r
; m(r) ≡ 4pi
∫ r
r′2ρ(r′)dr′, (3.17)
where M0 is an integration constant. The sum wG00 + G11 = 0 determines A(r) in terms of
m(r),
wB′
B
− A
′
A
− 1 + w
r
= 0 ⇒ A(r) = 2
wB(r)w
r1+w
=
1
r[M0 −m(r)]w , (3.18)
where we scaled away an integration constant by reparameterizing t. The remaining equa-
tion (3.16) can be rewritten as
(B′/B − 1/r)′
B′/B − 1/r =
1− w
2
B′
B
+
1 + 4w + w2
2w
1
r
. (3.19)
This equation1 can also be derived from the continuity equation of the matter and corresponds
to the TOV equation for the metric (3.13).
1The equation of motion (3.19) is integrable to give
B(r) = r
(
C2 +
C1(w − 1)w
7w + 1
r
7w+1
2w
) 2
w−1
, r− ≤ r ≤ r+. (3.20)
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Now, let us show that the MEP presents the same equation. From Eq. (3.10), the entropy
of Bn becomes
S =
∫
sanadΣ =
4pi2σ(1 + w)
(4piσ)1/(1+w)
∫ r+
r−
[
m′(r)
r2
]1/(1+w)√
B(r)r2dr. (3.21)
Varying with respect to m(r), we get
δS =
4pi2σ(1 + w)
(4piσ)1/(1+w)
∫ r+
r−
dr
(
r2
m′
) w
1+w √
B(r) (3.22)
×
{
− 1
1 + w
d
dr
log
[(
r2
m′
) w
1+w √
B(r)
]
+
m′(r)B(r)
r
}
δm(r) + β+δM+ − β−δM−,
where
β± = pi
(
4piσr2±
m′(r±)
) w
1+w √
B(r±). (3.23)
Note that the equation of motion in the parenthesis, by using Eq. (3.17), reproduces nothing
but that of the TOV equation (3.19), which justifies the MEP. Note also that the relation
between the two inverse temperatures are given by
β+
β−
=
√
B+
B−
(
ρ−
ρ+
) w
1+w
=
√
−gtt(r+)grr(r+)
−gtt(r−)grr(r−) . (3.24)
This relation is exactly the same as Eq. (3.7), which is nothing but the temperature relation
for spherically symmetric case. Comparing the variational relation in Eq. (3.22) with Eq. (3.5)
and following the same line of reasoning, we can conclude that the relation (2.4) also holds
for the plane symmetric case.
4 The zeroth law of thermodynamics in a multiply connected space
In the previous sections, we studied thermal equilibrium in a simply connected spacetime
having many asymptotic regions. Careful consideration is required when two asymptotic
regions are adjoined to form a multiply-connected space as shown in Fig. 1.
Let us begin with the metric of the n-th outside. Considering the spherically symmetric
case, the geometry becomes
ds2n = −α2n
(
1− 2Mn
r
)
dt2 +
dr2
1− 2Mn/r + r
2dΩ2, (4.1)
where r ≥ r+ ≡ rn. Mn ≡M−+Mn is the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass of the station
observed in the outside An. The wormhole solution can be continued inward to r = r− with
the form in Eq. (3.1) where the core part begins. One may regard the whole thing combined
as a coordinates for the wormhole spacetime with N -outsides. In principle, the geometry is
continuous, differentiable and simply connected.
As mentioned in the introduction, the mass and the proper time flow are not the same for
different n. Without loss of generality, we can restrict to the case of a wormhole when N = 2
with α1 6= α2. In Ref. [6], it was shown that a global timelike Killing vector field may not
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exist even if the spacetime is ‘static’. There, the word ‘static’ was used as a generalization
of an ordinary static spacetime. A time machine was designed theoretically based on the
absence of the global timelike Killing vector field.
In the thermodynamical situation, another interesting phenomena happens. As shown in
the previous section, the asymptotic temperatures measured at each asymptotic regions based
on the coordinates (4.1) are not the same, i.e. β−11 6= β−12 . When A1 and A2 are disjointed,
the difference does not cause any problem. However, when they are adjoined, the difference
of the asymptotic temperatures seems to cause a trouble mainly because of the transitive
relation between the objects in thermal equilibrium. In fact, we show that this pathology
comes from the incompleteness of the previous mentioned coordinates which originates from
the multiply connected property of the space.
If the two asymptotic regions are adjoined, the metric of the adjoined spacetime must
be the same in its asymptotically flat region. To achieve it we need to rescale the time
coordinates based on the proper time, e.g., αnt → t for all n. On dimensional ground, one
may notice that the transformation modifies the temperatures too with the form,
β−1n → αnβ−1n ≡ T.
Therefore, in this coordinates, the two sides of the wormhole is in thermal equilibrium and it
does not cause trouble in adjoining the two asymptotic regions.
In return, the metric at the ‘mouths’ (r = rn) in the new coordinates will also be changed
from the original value in Eq. (4.1). The metric (3.1) of the branch will be changed to satisfy
ψ(rn) = 0. Now, the local temperature of the radiation at its bottom at r− in this new
coordinates becomes
T− → αnT−.
Note that the value depends on n. Continuing the calculation toward the ‘throat’, one may
find that the geometry seemingly cannot be matched there. This failure is nothing but a signal
stating that the new coordinates cannot describe the whole multiply-connected spacetime.
The physics in the vicinity of ‘throat’ should be dealt with the coordinates (4.1). In this
sense, the thermal ‘equilibrium’ should be defined patch by patch and the transitive relation
of thermal equilibrium holds in the wormhole spacetime.
5 Summary and Discussions
We studied the thermodynamic equilibrium condition for a spacetime in which a wormhole
station joins N -separated outsides having asymptotic regions. We considered a thermal sys-
tem consists of exotic+ordinary self-gravitating matters which resides in the station. The
matters are bounded by ‘mouths’ which play the role of gates between the station and out-
sides.
We have proposed to use a generalized temperature, T ≡ αnβ−1n (n = 1, · · ·N), which
characterize the equilibrium between thermal systems. This is a generalization of the or-
dinary asymptotic temperature defined in spacetimes with one asymptotic region. Here
β−1n is the asymptotic temperature of the station measured in the n-th outside and α2n ≡
det(gµν(xn))/det(piij(xn)). The coordinate xn represents an event on the n-th ‘mouth’ and
gµν and piij are the metric tensor and the induced metric of the ‘mouth’, respectively. The
value αn should be the same over all the events on the mouth. Now, the zeroth law of ther-
modynamics reads “if two systems have the same T, then the two are in thermal equilibrium."
To support the results, we have illustrated a few examples.
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A subtle point to be noted happens when two outsides of a wormhole are adjoined to form
one asymptotic region. It looks paradoxical because the ordinary asymptotic temperature β−1
may work but β1 6= β2 for the wormhole in general. We have shown in Sec. 4 that the symptom
disappears when we use a proper coordinates patch.
Still there remain a few important questions. First, what is the first law of the thermal
system in the wormhole? Specifically, what is the entropy of the system consisting of matter
plus wormhole? Second, does the equilibrium is stable or not? In other words, what happens
when a mass falls in a wormhole in thermal equilibrium. Further studies are required to
answer these questions.
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